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If 1s denotes the S-trivial representation of a subgroup S of T and 1 z is the 
representation induced out to the group T, then the algebra spanned by such 
1; is the Burnside algebra RI. We show that representation rings and 
Grothendieck rings have decompositions induced from that of B1. All the 
idempotents can be written in terms of the 1: with denominators dividing 
n = 1 T I. Many theorems, similar to Artin’s induction theorem, result for 
representations. 
1. REPRESENTATION RINGS 
Let T be a finite group of order n and let R be a commutative ring with an 
identity. Let RT be the group ring on T and let d(RT) be the category of 
left RT-modules. Group operations will be written on the left and homo- 
morphisms and functors on the right; thus the composite 
is written o$?. If S < T, let rTs : d(RT) -+ .d(RS), M H MS be the restric- 
tion functor. If x E T, write “S = XSX-l and if M E d(RS), write “M for the 
R(5S)-module x @ RSM. 
(1.1) If Ml and M2 e.d(RT), we form the RT-module Ml @M, 
which is Ml @ RM2 as an R-module and has T-action x(q @ m2) = 
xm, @ xma (x E T). This is a bilinear functor @,:.&Y(RT) x.d(RT)-+d(RT). 
If ME d(RS) for S < T, we write MT = RT @ RSM for the induced 
RT-module. If Ml E d(RT), then 
Ml @ MT m (MIS @ M)T. (l-2) 
* This work was partly sponsored by NSF. research contract GP 6432. 
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Let L = Us< r Ai’( If M EL and M lies in d(RS), write TM = S. 
If M and M’ EL, write M @ M’ for the R&module MS @ Mi , where 
S = TM n TM’ . Then 
M’T@MTw 9 (M’ 0 $MjT, (1.3) 
where the sum is taken over the double cosets D = T,*xT, in T. 
If M edi?( let {M} be its isomorphism class. Let X be the 
set of all such isomorphism classes {M}. We have a multiplication 
{M} * {M’} = {M @ M’} in X which is associative, commutative and has an 
identity (1 T}, where 1 r is the trivial RT-module which is isomorphic to R as 
an R-module. Let h = h(RT) be the free Abelian group* on the elements of 
X. We use the multiplication in X define a ring structure in h. 
(1.4) Let U be a set of subgroups of T. Write S < JJ if there exists x in T 
and S, in U such that “S < S, . Let Uh be the subgroup of h spanned by the 
elements {MT}, where MEL and TIM < TU. From 1.2 we have that “h is 
an ideal of h. Further, ,h depends only upon the conjugacy classes 
of groups in U. When U = (S), we write ,h = sh. If S < T and 
U = {S, < T 1 S, < S], then sh’ will mean uh. 
(1.5) Consider the set of elements of h of the form {M} - {M’) - {M”}, 
where M M M’ @ M”. As OR is distributive over 0, these elements generate 
an ideal f of h. Write a = a(RT) = h/f. a does not necessarily have a free 
Z-basis unless the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds in A(RT). We have ideals 
+r = .+(RT) = (,h + f )/f, +z, su’, etc. a is called the representation ring. 
2. BURNSIDE RINGS 
We continue the notation of Section 1. If M and Ml EL, write M N Ml 
if there is x in T such that M w “Ml ; thus in particular TM = zTM . Put 
Y = L/- for the set of equivalence classes (M) (M EL) under N. IWrite 
b = b(RT) for the free Abelian group on the set Y. We define 
(M’)(M) = 1 (M’ @ xM) (2.1) 
D 
in analogy to (1.3), where M’ and MEL and where D = T,exT, runs 
through the double cosets in T. It is readily verified that this product is well 
defined in b, does not depend upon the choice of coset representatives x, is 
commutative and is associative (a combinatorial chasing of double cosets). 
Thus b is a Z-algebra with an identity (1 r) ( ? Mackey ring). 
* To avoid logical di&ulties, we can ensure that X is a set by restricting the car- 
dinal of generators of the 1M in J(RT). 
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(2.2) There is a natural map I/J : b -+ a, (MT) t+ {M}, which is a Z-algebra 
homomorphism and is onto. We study b and deduce properties about a. 
Write ,b = &RT) for the subgroup of b spanned by those (M) with 
TM < JJ, where U is a set of subgroups of T. (2.1) now implies that ,b is 
an ideal of b. .b depends only upon the conjugacy classes of groups in U. 
Under 4, ,b has image ua precisely in a. As before, for S < T we define 
sb and sb’. Put b(S) = b(RT, S) for the subgroup of b spanned by those (M) 
with TM = S. ‘C and ‘0 will denote sums over nonconjugate (in T) subgroups 
of T. Thus b = ‘OS< T b(S) and .b = ‘OS< u b(S). 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. If S < T and Q = N(S), then the restriction rTQ 
defines a Z-algebra isomorphism sb(RT)/,b’(RT) -+ ,b(RQ)/,b’(RQ). 
Proof, The images (M), of the elements (M) in b with TM = S provide 
a basis for sb(RT)/,b’(RT). rTQ gives us the map (M)T I-+ (M), . This is 
clearly l-l and onto and it remains to verify that it is a homomorphism. 
Suppose M’, ME &(RS). Then M’ @ “ME A(RS) iff x E Q. Now 
(M’)(M) = c (M’ @ “M) = c (M’ @ “M) mod sb’(RT). 
SxSCT SrSCQ 
Thus 
(<JQT<M)T)~TQ = ,,c,, Of' 0 "Mh(mod sb’(RQ)) = (M')Q(M)Q - 
Q.E.D. 
If S 4 Q, then b(RQ, S) is a subalgebra of b(RQ) and 
VQ, S> w sbPQ)IsWQ). 
Again if S Q Q, the restriction rQs sends MQ F+ Nl @ **a @ NVs where 
M, Ni E A!(RS), the Ni are conjugates of M and vs = 1 Q : S j. On the other 
hand (M) in b(RQ, S) is completely determined by any one of the (Ni) in 
b(RS). Hence the map rQs : b(RQ, S) -+ b(RS, S) given by (M) tt (Ni) + a** 
+ (N ) defines a l-1 algebra homomorphism. Summarizing, we have the 
followlslg : 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. If S < T and Q = N(S), then we have the following 
Z-algebra homomorphisms: 
sb(RQ)lsURQ) - WQ, S> +$+ b(RS, S) - sb(RS)Isb’W). 
Write Li = {MEL. 1 M m lTM}. Then L1 is closed under N. From (2.1), 
the subgroup b1 = bl(RT) of b spanned by those (M) with ME L1 is a 
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Z-subalgebra of b. Put $l = b1 n &J and bl(S) = b1 n b(S) = ((Is)). The 
structure of b1 is independent of R and depends only on T; it is known as the 
Burnside ring of T. (See Solomon [5].) 
(2.5) LEMMA. Suppose MEL with TM = S and write vs = 1 N(S) : S I. 
Then (IS). (M) = vs(M) mod sb’. 
Proof. If HEN, then (ls@xM)=(lS@M)=(M) and vs= 
number of cosets SxS C N(S). Q.E.D. 
From (2.5) it is clear that we can construct an identity for sb/sb’ provided 
we enlarge the multiplies in b to include l/vs . Let F be any subring of the 
complex numbers C which contains l/n(n = 1 T I). F is a torsion free 
Z-module. If an Abelian group x has been constructed, we shall assume that 
X = F @ zx has also been constructed. Thus we have A, vA, sB, sH, etc. 
(2.6) THEOREM. Each ideal sB(S < T) has an ideal direct summand 
,B” m sBIsB’ such that 
,B = sB”@ sB’. (2.7) 
Furthermore 
sB = ‘0 S,B” (2.8) 
S’<S 
and this is an ideal direct summand of B. In particular, 
B = ‘0 sB”. (2.9) 
S<T 
“B = ‘0 sB” (2.10) 
s<+ 
is an ideal direct summand of B for any set U of subgroups of T. 
Proof. We use induction on 1 S 1. If S = (l), sB’ = 0 and ,B is generated 
by the idempotent us = l/vs( Is) = 1 /n( 1 (i)) which lies in sB1. 
Suppose by induction that for each S’ < $3, s*B” is an ideal direct sum- 
mand generated by an idempotent us’ which lies in gB1. A basis for gB” is 
provided by the images of those (M) in s,B with TIM = S’. Thus the 
sum ‘&I.,~ s*B” is direct and we have that ,B’ = ‘@s,is ssB” is an ideal 
direct summand generated by the idempotent u’s = ‘Cspcs us’ which lies 
in B1. But the image of l/vs(ls) in sB/sB’ is an identity and so 
us= $w --+$ (2.11) 
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is an idempotent which lies in #, is orthogonal to uk and is such that 
us + uk generates ,B. Hence sB = sB” @ J3’ is an ideal direct summand 
of B, where sB”(- sB/sB’) is the ideal of B generated by us and us lies in 
sB1. Hence the induction proceeds. Q.E.D. 
(2.12) COROLLARY. B’ = ‘&,(= sB1” as all the idempotents lie in B1. 
(2.13) Indeed the above decomposition (2.9) is that induced on B by 
considering B as a B1-module with this given decomposition of B1. B1 is 
called the Burnside algebra of T and is discussed by Solomon [5]. Again it 
depends only on T and not on R. 
(2.14) If S Q Q, then B(RQ, S) is a subalgebra of B(RQ) and 
WQ, 9 w sB”@Q) M sB(RQ)/sB’(RQ). Reasoning as in (2.3) and (2.4), 
we have the following: 
(2.15) PROPOSITION. If S < T and Q = N(S), then we have the following 
algebra homomorphisms: 
= B(RQ, S) +& B(RS, S) - sB”(RS) w sB(RS)/sB’(RS). 
3. TRANSFER AND COMPONENTS IN REPRESENTATION RINGS 
We continue the notation of Section 2. 
(3.1) As I/ : B + A is onto, we have a decomposition theorem for A 
corresponding to (2.6). Thus ,A = .A” @ sA’ = ‘&jGs S,AH, where sA” 
is generated by us+, etc. We study the kernel of 4. 
(3.2) Consider the subgroup j = j(RT) of b = b(RT) generated by 
elements of the form 
00 - CM’) - CM”), <N) - <NT> 
where TM = TM. = TIM” and M w M’ @ M”. It is routine to verify thatj 
is an ideal of b (more combinatorial analysis). Clearly j C ker 16. However 
b(T) = b(RT, T) is a subalgebra of b and j n b(T) is spanned by those 
elements (M) - (M’) - (M”) with TM = TM, = TM. = T such that 
M~-w M’@M”. Hence b(T)/jnb(T)~~l~(T)+j/j~a. But bCb(T)+j 
as j contains the elements (N) - (NT) and so j is precisely the kernel of I/. 
Similarly / = F @j is the kernel of # : B -+ A. 
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Now l/~~(l~) is the identity of sB modulo sB’ and so the projection 
J n ,B is spanned by the elements 
(M) - (Ml) - (M”), (Ns) mod sB’, (3.3) 
where TM = TIM’ = TM” = S and M w M’@ M” and TN < S (another 
combinatorial calculation). Take Q = N(S). Then these same elements in 
(3.3), this time considered as elements of B(RQ), span J(RQ) n sB(RQ) 
mod sB’(RQ). Hence the transfer theorem remains valid, i.e., 
If S 4 Q, j(RQ) n b(RQ, S) is spanned by the elements in (3.3) (not 
mod ,b’) and so upon restriction under yQS this subgroup is precisely that 
part of b(RQ, S) which goes (l-l) into j(RS) r\ b(RS, S). Hence 
yoS : a(RQ, S) s a(RS, S). 
Summarizing we have: 
(3.4) THEOREM. (2.6) and (2.15) remain true when B is replaced by A 
thYoughout. 
(3.5) COROLLARY. A(RT) is semisimple for every T 12 sA”(RS) m 
A(RS)IsA’(RS) is semisimple for all S. 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. Write vs = l/vs{l ,‘}, where vs = / N(S) : S 1 for 
S < T. If M E d(RT), write 
(3.7) 
where the term with i = 0 is interpreted as {M}vs and where Z runs over the 
expressions (1) < Si < r**. < &Ti < S. Then {M} = ‘CSGT {M}, gives the 
decomposition of {M} in A = ‘GSGT sA”. 
Proof. We consider {M} ,vs’ for S’ < T. There are three cases. 
(a) Suppose S’ $ rS. Then {M} & = 0 mod sfA’ by the identity (2.1). 
(b) Suppose S’ = rS. Then there is only one term which is nonzero 
modulo s,A’, by (2.1), and so we obtain {M} vs mod sA’, by (2.5). 
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(c) Suppose S’ < rS. The only terms which are not immediately 
0 mod sfA’ are 
+ [c ,w”c; W) v.Psl ... V@JS~)] VS’, 
i>O 
where Z runs over the expressions S’ < rSi < r-e* < rSi < S. But 
vsms’ = vg mod s,A’ and so these terms cancel mod s,A’. 
Now v~’ is the identity of s,A” mod s,A’ and so (1M)s lies entirely in sA”. 
On the other hand, we know that {M}, = {M) vs mod sA’ and so as vs is 
the identity on sA” mod sA’, {M}, . is p recisely the component of {M} in sA”. 
Q.E.D. 
Now (M} vs = l/vs{M,T>. Also using (1.2) and (1.3) we can express the 
product VIVA, *a* vsi as a linear combination of the vsc with denominators 
1 /ws, a.* vs. , etc., where S’ is the intersection of conjugates of S, S, ,..., Si . 
With a machine, (3.7) should be readily calculable. In particular, if M = lr , 
then { 1 T}S = us , the idempotent generators of sA”. Solomon [5] has another 
approach to these calculations. We are dealing with the image A1 (Burnside 
algebra in A) of the Burnside algebra B l. He gives expressions involving 
Mobius functions for the idempotents us in terms of the idempotent gener- 
ators of the ideal direct summands sB1. We see later that certain us can 
vanish in Al. 
4. THE KRULL-SCHMIDT CASE 
Let R be a complete (commutative) Noetherian local ring with maximal 
ideal P and residue field R = RIP. R needn’t be a domain. We include the 
case of fields where R = R. Let d’fQ(RT) be the category of finitely-generated 
left RT-modules. As noted by Swan after his Proposition 6.1 in [6], the 
Krull-Schmidt theorem holds in Mfg. 
(4.1) Green’s theory of vertices and sources only demands the Mackey 
decomposition and the Krull-Schmidt theorem and so it continues to hold 
in A’fg. In the case when the characteristicp of R is 0 or (p, n) = 1 (n = 1 T I), 
we see that l/n exists in R and so from Higman’s criterion for relative 
projectiveness, every vertex is (1); however, the source can be any finitely- 
generated indecomposable R-module. Otherwise the vertex is a p-subgroup 
of T. 
(4.2) Every projective indecomposable in AfQ is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of the regular RT-module and is R-free. Further R OR is an 
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isomorphism preserving functor between projective RT-modules and 
projective RT-modules. 
(4.3) We can form the representation ring Afg(RT) from modules in 
&f”(RT) [clearly a subalgebra of A(RT)], where we takeF = C, the complex 
numbers, for the moment. The whole theory of [I] (including torsion modules) 
can be carried over to Afg; the only difficulty concerns the absolute decom- 
posability of the sources which arise. However, as in (1.1) of [I], we can 
extend R suitably: 
(4.4) THEOREM. Let R be a complete (commutative) Noetherian local ring 
with maximal ideal P and residue$eld R = RIP. If R7* is any algebraic extension 
of R, then there exists an integral extension R* of R which is a Noetherian local 
ring with maximal ideal P* and residue$eld Ii* such that 
(a) P*nR = PandP* = PR*, 
aven any finite set of elements of R*, there exists a ring R, with 
RCK? 1 * containing these elements such that 
(i) R, is a complete Noetherian local ring with maximal ideal 
P1 = P* n R, , 
(ii) R, is a R-free finitely-generated R-module. 
The proof of this follows from a close analysis of the proof of Proposition 
10.3.1 of [2]. We can take ii* to be the algebraic closure of i? in carrying 
through the analysis of [I]. However, Afg(R*T) should be replaced by 
lim Atg(R,T) = A”(RT), 
the direct limit being taken over finite extensions R, of R with R < R, < R*. 
The canonical maps Ate(R,T) --f A”o(RT) are monomorphisms. 
We further often work in the category JF(RT) of finitely-generated 
torsion-free left RT-modules when R is a Dedekind domain. Also we can 
consider the category &f(RT) of finitely-generated R-free left RT-modules. 
We then have the following inclusions: 
a1 C ar C atr C afg C a. 
The idempotents giving the decompositions all lie in A1 and so the whole 
analysis is valid for any one of these categories. 
The case where the characteristic p of R is 0 is included in the discussion. 
However, it is exactly the same as the case when p f 0 and (p, n) = 1, and 
so usually it will not be mentioned explicitly. 
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The indecomposable direct summands of 1: all have source of the form Ip 
for a p-subgroup P < T. Clearly lp is absolutely indecomposable. Hence 
we can apply directly the theory of [I] to the Burnside algebra Ai spanned 
by the module classes { 13. Indeed A1 C A 1, where A 1 is mentioned in (3.45) 
of [I] and is the subalgebra of A spanned by indecomposable RT-module 
classes which are R-free and have sources lp . Put N = N(P). Then 
where C’ is the sum of those terms with “S 3 P and C” is the sum of the 
remaining terms. Upon further restriction to P, Clp is the direct sum of 
copies of Ip . Thus the RN-module C’ is P-trivial and so can be regarded as 
a R(N/P)-module. 
Let 71 = 1 T / = mp”, (m, p) = 1 and let X be a fixed isomorphism from 
the group of the mth roots of unity of R to that of the complex numbers C. 
Let Q/P(Q < T) be a p’-cyclic subgroup (i.e., cyclic of order prime to p) 
of NIP. Q is a split extension of P and there exists a PI-element q in T such 
that Q = (q, P). For the element qP of N/P, let (1:) Xgp denote the value of 
the Brauer character (complex valued by means of X) associated to the 
&N/P)-module f7 @ &I. 
As noted in (3.45) of [I], the Xgp : A 1 + C are C-algebra homomorphisms 
and separate the elements of A 1. We restrict our use of the Xgp to the sub- 
algebra A1 of Al (C Af) and proceed to evaluate (13 X,,p . 
(4.5) LEMMA. Let Q1 = {q} be a p’-cyclic subgroup of T and suppose 
Q’ < Q1 . Then (I;?) X, = 0. 
Proof. Suppose qt is the smallest power of q which lies in Q’. Then the 
matrix representing q in 1:; has characteristic equation ht - 1 = 0, where 
(t, p) = 1 and so has the same characteristic equation in R. If its roots in R 
are h, ,..., &,thenC&X=Oandso{l~}X,=Ch,X=O. Q.E.D. 
(4.6) COROLLARY. If Q is a p’-cyclic extension of a p-group P, Q = (q, P), 
where q is up’-element of T, and if P < Q’ < Q, then (I$) XQp = 0. 
This follows immediately from (4.5) by taking T = N/P, etc. 
(4.7) To evaluate (13 Xqp we concentrate on 
CC’)0 = glQn%)Q> 
where the sum is taken over those cosets QxS where $S > P. However by 
(4.6) we can further restrict attention to those cosets where Q n “S = Q, 
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i.e., “S 3 Q, and the value of (1:) XqP is precisely the number of such cosets. 
Note that this depends only on Q (not on Q) and so we write X,, = Xo . 
Thus the Xo separate the elements of Al. 
(4.8) PROPOSITION. For S < T, j S 1 . {I$} X, = ml N(Q)1 for a non- 
negative integer m. 
Proof. Suppose x in T is such that x-lQx < S. Then the number of cosets 
QtS such that t-lQt = x-‘Qx is equal to 1 N(Q) : “S n N(Q)I. If we multiply 
this last number by 1 S I we get a multiple of [ N(Q)l. Summing over the 
different conjugates of Q contained in S, we obtain the result. 
(4.9) COROLLARY. {l:} X, = 0, unlessQ < $and{li} X, = j N(Q) : Q I. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO REPRESENTATION RINGS 
We continue the notation of Section 4. Write V for a complete set of 
nonconjugate subgroups of T which are p’-cyclic extensions of p-subgroups 
of T. If U is a set of subgroups of T, write V(U) for those elements S in V 
such that S < rU. If S < T, write V(S) = V({S}). 
(5.1) PROPOSITION. Giva S in V, there exist integers mQ such that if 
Fs = ‘&cy(s) mol Q l(lL}, then for Q’ E V we have 
F,X,. = 0 if Q’ # S, 
= I WY if Q’ = S. 
(5.2) 
Proof. We construct Fs by induction on 1 S (. For I S I = 1, take 
Fti) = {Ii,}. Then by (4.9), FtI)X, = 0 if Q > (1) and Fu)X(,) = n = I T I. 
Suppose V, = V(S) - {S} and that I S I{13 Xo = mol N(Q)1 for Q E VI 
after (4.8). Write 
Fs = j S 1(1$} - ‘c m,F,. 
QcVl 
Then FsXs = 1 S I{lg} X, = 1 N(S)/ by (4.9). If Q 4 V(S),F,X, = 0 by 
(4.9). If Q E VI , then 
F,X, = j S l{l~}Xo - moFoXo = 0, 
by induction and the definitions of the rnQ. Q.E.D. 
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(5.3) COROLLARY. F, = I S I{l,T} mod ,&l’. 
(5.4) PROPOSITION. n{ 1 T} = ‘CsEy 1 T : N(S)1 Fs . Thus there exist integers 
mo such that n{lr} = ‘CSEYmsl S /(I:}. 
Proof. {IT} E A1 and (1 T} X, = 1 for all Q in V. But 
Sri T: N(S)IFsX, = I T : N(Q)IF,X, = I T : N(Q)1 I N(Q)1 = I T I = n. 
Thus the first result follows as F, E A1 and Xo separate the elements of Al. 
The second result now follows by 5.1. Q.E.D. 
(5.5) PROPOSITION. The ideal sA” is 0 unless SE V (to within conjugacy 
in T) and A = ‘0 SEYSA”. For S in V we have that us = l/l N(S)/ Fs is 
the idempotent generator of sA”. 
Proof. For S in V we have that usXo = S,,(Q E V). Thus the us are 
linearly independent and span Al, as the X, separate the elements of Al. 
As the Xo are C-algebra homomorphisms into C, the us are orthogonal 
idempotents. Now us E sA n A1 and is nonzero mod sA’. Hence us must be 
the idempotent generator of sA”. As {IT} X, = 1 = (‘&oVus) X, , so 
{lT> = ‘C SEY~S and all other sA” = 0 where S $ =V. Q.E.D. 
(5.6) COROLLARY. A(RT) is semisimple for every T isf sA”(RS) w 
WWs4RS) is semisimple for every p’-cyclic extension S of a p-group s&s 
A(RS) is semisimple for every p’-cyclic extension S of a p-gruop. 
The first equivalence follows from (5.5) and (3.5). The second follows as 
sA”(RS) is always an ideal direct summand of A(RS). 
Recently Lam [3] has shown the following result when R is a field of 
characteristic p > 0. a(RT) has no nilpotent elements for any finite group 
T iff a(RS) has no nilpotent elements for any group S which is a p’-cyclic 
extension of a p-subgroup. 
(5.7) PROPOSITION. For each SE V, / N(S)/ us = ‘CQEY(s) rnol Q /{lg} 
for uniquely determined integers m. . 
Proof. From (5.5) and (5.1) the integers mp exist. But by (5.3) the 
{ 1 g} (S E V) also form a basis of Al. Hence the expressions for the us in terms 
of the {I:] are unique. Q.E.D. 
(5.8) PROPOSITION. If U is a set of subgroups of T, then ,,A = ‘@ssv(U) sA” 
and this ideal is generated by the idempotent CSEY(o) us which has a unique 
rational expressions in terms of / Q ) { 1 E} with denominators dividing n (Q E V( U)). 
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Since the idempotent us can be written in terms of the (13 with denomi- 
nators dividing n, we can take our coefficient ring F to be again any subring 
of C containing l/n. 
(5.9) In [I], it is shown that Afg = ‘0 Ag” where P runs through a 
complete set of nonconjugate p-subgroups of T. Moreover the generating 
idempotents L, of the AfpY” lie in Al and are uniquely determined by 
L,X,,, = S,,, . But ‘-&us, summed over those S in V with Sylow p- 
subgroup conjugate to P in T, also satisfies this condition and so L, = ‘xx us . 
Thus AfpB” = ‘BxsAfg”. Hence the decomposition A = ‘@SEVsA” is a 
refkement of the previous decomposition. 
Also if S < T, we write Af,g = Afs”(RT) for the ideal of A spanned by the 
relatively S-projective module classes. Then Af,B = ‘oPss Ap” is generated 
by Is = ‘CpGs L, = ‘COErtS) uo , where Y(S) consists of all those Q in V 
such that the Sylow p-subgroup of Q is contained to within conjugacy in S. 
Thus Af,B = ‘@rcsj oAfg”. Thus Is E A1 and there exists a unique set of 
integers mo such that 
(5.10) 
(5.11) PROPOSITION. If S < T and M is a finitely-generated S-projective 
RT-module, then 
4W = ‘c mQl Q IW,Tl. 
QEYCS) 
Proof. 4 is the identity for Af,B which contains I(M). As (M}{li} = {Mi}, 
(1.2), the result now follows from (5.10). Q.E.D 
(5.12) COROLLARY. If M is a Jinitely-generated (absolutely) projective 
RT-module and if Y(1) is the set of p’-cyclic subgroups in V, then there exist 
integers mQ such that 
n{Ml = ‘c mQl Q IW$. 
QsYll) 
Now let R, be any commutative R-algebra. We don’t insist that R, contain 
R. Then we have a multiplication 
&“g(RT) x &(R,T) + &l(R,T) 
given by (M, Ml) H M @ M, where A4 @ Ml is the R,-module M OR Ml 
with T-action x(m @ m,) = xm @ xm, . This makes A(R,T) an AfQ(RT)- 
algebra. If U is any set of subgroups of T we have that UAfg(RT) . A(R,T) C 
481/10/1-S 
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J(R,T), Ars(RT) . &l(R,T) C ,A(R,T). In particular, also, Al(R,T) is an 
Ai(algebra. Let 1; denote the Ii,-free trivial RrS-module and let as 
for S < T denote the idempotent generator of SA”(RIT). Now lrlg = 1 g , 
But {lr} E Al(RT) C ,A(RT). Thus 
and ws = 0 unless S < rV. Also 
Gm = u3 and us{l;} = vs. 
Thus uAf”(RT). A(R,T) = ,A(RIT). 
(5.13) PROPOSITION. The statements (5.3), (5.4), (5.5), (5.6), (5.7) and(5.8) 
remain valid in A(R,T) with Is replaced by I,* and us by vs . However the 
uniqueness of the integers mQ in (5.7), (5.8) and (5.10) is no longer guaranteed. 
From (5.10), the idempotent generator Is of Afs”(RT) is such that 
nIs E afs”(RT). As remarked in (3.44) of [I], there is a power pf of p such that 
pfIs E afs”(RT). Hence if n = mpe with (m, p) = 1, then peIs E a?(RT). 
(5.14) PROPOSITION. The idempotents I giving the decomposition 
Afg(RT) = ‘BP A$Y”(RT) (Theorem 3.21 of [I]) are such that ~“IE afQ(RT). 
6. GROTHENDIECK RINGS 
Let R be any commutative ring with an identity and let h(RT) be the free 
Abelian group on the isomorphism classes of left RT-modules, considered in 
Section 1. Consider the subgroup K of h spanned by elements of the form 
(M} - (M’} - {M”} w h ere there exists an exact sequence of RT-modules 
0 + M’ -+ M + M” -+ 0. Then the quotient g = g(RT) = h/k is the 
Grothendieck group. All split exact sequences also lie in k and so there exists 
a quotient map 4 : a -+ g, {M} M [Ml. Write g1 for the image of a1 in g and 
r,g for the image of UQ, etc. 
(6.1) Suppose R is a RI-algebra, where R, is a Prtifer ring (commutative 
domain). Again we don’t insist that R contain Rl . As in Section 4 of Swan [6], 
there is a well-defined multiplication g(R,T) x g(RT) -fg(RT); this is 
obtained by expressing elements of g(R,T) in terms of torsion-free R,T- 
modules. In particular, taking R = Rl , we have that g(R,T) is a ring. 
Further g(RT) is a g(R,T)-module. Also there is a homomorphism 4 : a ---f g 
of the a(R,T)-module a(RT) onto the g(R,T)-module g(RT) and so we have 
a decomposition of g induced from that of a. Let ls(l$) denote the R-free 
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(&-free) trivial M-module (&S-module). Then [ 1 f][ 1 s] = [ 1 J, for S < T, 
and [If operates identically ong(RT). 
Let 2 denote a complete set of nonconjugate cyclic subgroups of T and let 
Z(U) be the set of those S in Z with S < JJ, where U is a set of subgroups 
of T. By Corollary4.2ofSwan [6],ng(RT) C zg(RT)andsoG(RT) = =G(RT). 
Hence under 4 the idempotents u5 of Al(R,T) disappear except those corre- 
sponding to S in Z. Hence from (2.6) or (3.4) we have immediately: 
(6.2) THEOREM. For each S in Z, sG(RT) has a G(R,T)-module direct 
summand &“(RT)( w s G(RT)/sG’(RT)) such that 
sG(RT) = &“(RT) @ sG’(RT). 
Furthermore UG(RT) = ‘@sEz(U) sG”(RT) is a G(R,T)-module direct summand 
of G(RT) and in particular G(RT) = ‘OsszsG”(RT) is a G(R,T)-module 
decomposition of G(RT). If R = R, , the &“(R,T) are ideal direct summands 
of WIT). 
Note that any ring R is a Z-module and so (6.2) has universal applicability 
(take RI = Z). 
The functor Q & : &(ZT) -+ ,&(QT) is exact on torsion-free ZT- 
modules. Hence we have an algebra homomorphism 6’ : @(ZT)+ Gl(QT). 
By Artin’s induction theorem Gl(QT) = G(QT) and a basis is given by 
[l:](S E Z). Thus 8 is onto. However the elements [Is] in G’(ZT) span it 
and so 0 is an algebra isomorphism and the [Is] form a basis of Gl(ZT). 
As QT is semisimple, A(QT) = G(QT) = Gl(QT) and so by (5.7) for S 
in Z we have integers rnQ such that 
1 N(S)I[%l = ‘1 mQl Q IP~I. (6.3) 
As 0 is an isomorphism, (6.3) must also hold in G1(ZT). 
(6.4) THEOREM (6.3) holds in G(RT) f or any commutative ring R. Further, 
there exist integers nQ such that n[lr] = ‘xQEz nQl Q ][I:]. 
Proof. The first statement follows from (6.3) by considering R as a 
Z-algebra as in (6.1). The latter now follows as [lr] = ‘CSEZ [us] in G(ZT). 
(6.5) COROLLARY. For any M in &(RT), we have 
[Ml = ‘c nQl Q I[Mzl. 
QEZ 
To study transfer theorems in G we regard G as a quotient of B under the 
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map [ : (n/r) H [MT]. The kernel of [ is the subgroup E of B spanned by 
the elements 
(W - <NT>, (W - <jm - (J’f”), 
where TM = TM* = TM” and there exists an exact sequence 0 + M’ - 
M-+ M” + 0 in A’(RT,). If S < T, the intersection E n sB is spanned by 
the elements 
w>, (M) - (M’) - (AP) (6.6) 
mod sB’, where TN < S and TM = TM’ = TM* = S and there exists an 
exact sequence 0 + M’ + M -+ M” -+ 0. Write Q = N(S). Upon restriction 
to Q, the elements in (6.6) now considered in B(RQ) span the intersection 
E(RQ) n sB(RQ) mod sB’(RQ) and so we have that 
&“(RT) w s WT)IsG’(RT) w sWQ)IsG’(RQ) w sc”(RQ). 
For S Q Q consider the restriction rQS : g(RQ, S) ---f g(RS, S), where 
g(RT, S) is the image of b(RT, S) in g(RT). Let v = 1 Q : S I. If TN = S, 
LNQ] yQS = [(NQ)Sl = i rNil, 
i=l 
where the Ni are conjugate to N. Now rQs is l-1 on g(RQ, S), for suppose 
(C u,[Mf]) rQs = 0, where T Mi = S. Then there exist exact sequences 
0 -+ Nj + Ni -+ Nj” - 0 of RS-modules such that in b(RS) we have 
C 4(JC%) = 1 b,(Wj> - 0%) - (N;>). (6.7) 
If x E Q, then in b(RS) we have (z((Mf)s)) = ((Mf)s). Hence the element 
c b,((“NJ - (“N,) - (“NT)) 
in b(RS) equals the element in (6.7). Hence (6.7) may be written 
c ~A~%) = t [z WNia)s> - <(WQ)s> - <WQ)s>)]. 
But this implies that in B(RQ) we have that 
c ai<Jfi) = ; [c h(Wi> - W> - W’))], 
as ros is 1-l on B(RQ, S). Hencex ai(M& goes to0 under [, orx a,[i@] = 0, 
i.e., rQs is l-1 on g(RQ, S). Summarizing ,we have: 
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(6.8) PROPOSITION. For S in 2, (2.15) is true with G replacing B throughout, 
the maps being F-module homomorphisms, where F is as in (2.6). 
(6.9) COROLLARY. Any Grothendieck F-space is isomorphic to the direct 
sum of F-subspaces of sG(RS)/sG’(RS) where S is a cyclic subgroup of T. 
(6.10) COROLLARY. If RI is a Prufer ring, G(R,T) is the direct sum of rings 
each of which is isomorphic to a subalgebra of &“(R,S) mvNs G(R,S)/,G’(R,S). 
where S is a cyclic subgroup of T. 
(6.11) PROPOSITION. Suppose R, is a jield of characteristic p > 0. Let 2, 
denote the p’-subgroups in 2. Then [us] = 0 unless S < & . (6.2) is now true 
with summations restricted to 2, . 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that [lr,] E z,G1(RIT). However, the elements 
of G(R,T) are separated by the values of the Brauer characters calculated on 
the PI-elements of T. Thus for elements of g1 we need only use Xo for Q in 2, . 
As remarked in the proof of (5.5), [usI Xo = S,o for S and Q in 2, . But 
[us] E z,G1(R,T) by construction and so we have that 
FTI = ‘c [usI E ,WW. Q.E.D. 
SEZl 
(6.12) Let R be the ring of integers in an algebraic number field K and 
let P be a prime ideal of R containing the rational prime p. Given M in 
df*(KT), we can find an RT-module M’ with M = K @ RM’. Then the 
composition factors of ii!!’ = Ml/PM’ are uniquely determined by those of M 
and so we have a map 
w : A(KT) = G(KT)+ G(aT), 
where R = R/P is a field of characteristicp. However, the elements of G(KT) 
and G(RT) are determined by the (Brauer) character values and MXq = mX, 
if 4 is a $-element (and if the isomorphism X is consistently chosen). As 
Brauer characters (with F = C) are C-algebra homomorphisms G + C, 
w is an algebra homomorphism and is onto. But if [z&l are the idempotents 
of Gl(RT), then 
rG71 Xq = 0 if Pllsl and s E 2, 
= sse if 61) = Q and Q ~2~. 
Hence the kernel of w is the ideal 
‘c &“(KT) = ‘c oA”(KT), 
0 0 
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where the sum runs through all Q in 2 with p 1 1 Q I. Hence the modular 
characters give information (complete) about the projection of elements of 
G(KT) on the ideal direct summand r,G(KT). 
(6.13) PROPOSITION. The homomorphism w factorizes as w = Al, where 
CT : G(KT) --+ z, G(KT) is the projection of G(KT) on the direct summand 
zIG(KT) in the canonical decomposition of G(KT) and 0 : z,G(KT)-+ G(l?T) 
is the restriction of w to this ideal direct summand z,G(KT). t? is then an 
isomorphism. 
7. RELATIVE GROTHENDIECK ALGEBRAS 
(7.1) Let R be a commutative ring and consider an exact sequence 
O-M’--+ M -6+ M” d 0 in A’(RT). If Q < T, we say this sequence 
is Q-split (or Q-splits) if the restricted sequence 
O-Mb-M$+M;-+O 
splits in A(RQ), i.e., there exists 0 in &(RQ) with e$, = lM; . Then this 
sequence is also tQ-split for any t in T. If further Q < S < T and l/l S : Q 1 
can be written in R, then the sequence is S-split. Clearly any S-split sequence 
is Q-split. We say that two subgroups S and Q are R-equivalent if S < rQ 
orQ < rS and both 1 Q l/i S 1 and / S l/l Q / can be written in R. We consider 
the equivalence relation so generated. 
(7.2) Let W be a set of subgroups of T, closed under conjugation, i.e., if 
Q E W, then tQ E W (t E T). A sequence is said to be W-split if it is Q-split 
for every Q in W. Let 1 = l(RT, W)(L = L(RT, W)) be the subgroup of 
b(RT) [F-subspace of B(RT)] spanned by elements of the form 
<JO - (M’) - (M”), W) - <NT>, 
where TM = TM’ = TM” = T and there exists a W-split exact sequence 
0 - M’- M -+ M” - 0 in &(RT). This includes all elements of the form 
(M) - (M’) - CM”) where TM = TM! = TM” and M M M’@ M” in 
A(RT,). Moreover Z(L) is an ideal of 6 (B). The relative Grothendiech ring 
(algebra) is defined as g = g(RT, W) = b/l (G = G(RT, W) = B/L). It 
is a quotient of a(RT)(A(RT)) by the ideal spanned by the elements 
{M} - {M’} - {M”} where there exists a W-split exact sequence 
O-+M’+M+M”--+Oin.A!(RT). 
(7.3) If W = {T}, theng(RT, W) = a(RT) (G(RT, W) = A(RT)). If R is 
a Prtifer ring, then AP(RT) is closed under tensor products. Furthermore 
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the ordinary Grothendieck ringgf”(RT)(Gf”(RT)) is equal to g”f(RT)(G”f(RT)). 
But a finitely-generated torsion-free module over a Priifer ring is projective 
and hence any exact sequence in JP(RT) is (I)-split. Hence 
&g(RT) = gtf(RT) = gtf(RT, (l))(Gf”(RT) = Gtf(RT) = G”f(RT, (1))). 
Now [lr] E =Gtf(RT) and so [lr] E ,G(RT, (1)) = G(RT, (I)), where 2 is 
a complete set of nonconjugate cyclic subgroups of T. In particular if R is a 
field, gfe(RT) = gfe(RT, (1)) and G.fg(RT) = Gfg(RT, (1)) = zGfg(RT), (1)). 
If U is a set of subgroups of T, write vg(UG) for the image of r&B) 
in g(G), etc. Again, as G is a quotient of B, we have immediately from 2.6: 
(7.4) THEOREM. (2.6) is true with G(RT, W) replacing B(RT) throughout. 
Suppose 5’ < T and Q = N(S). Write S n W = {S r\ S’ 1 S’ E W>. Then 
S I\ W is closed under conjugation in Q and in S. Again, using the fact that 
(to within a numerical multiple) (Is) is the identity of sB mod sB’, we see 
that L n sB is spanned by the elements 
CM) - CM’) - CM”), (Ns) mod sB’. (7.5) 
where TN < S, TIM = TM, = TM- = S and there exists an S n W-split 
exact sequence 0 -+ M’ ---f M -+ M” ---f 0 in &(RS). But these same elements 
in (7.5), considered in B(RQ), spanL(RQ, W) n sB(RQ) mod sB’(RQ) and so 
sG(RT, W)lsc’(W W) R+ ,G(RQ, S n W)/,G’(RQ, S n W). 
Further, as in Section 6, if TM = S, the restriction map [MO] t-+Ctsco [$M] 
defines a l-l algebraic map sG”(RQ, S n W) -+ JY(RS, S n W). 
(7.6) PROPOSITION. If S < T, Q = N(S) and W is a set of subgroups of T 
closed under conjugation, then we have the following F-algebra homomorphisms: 
sG”W’, W> M sG(RT, W)/,G’(RT, W) 
w sG(RQ, S n W)I,G’(RQ, S n W) 
w sG”(RQ, S n W) 1-1, &‘(RS, S n W) 
M G(RS, S n W)I,G’(RS, S n W). 
(7.7) Note that if S is contained in some S, where S, is R-equivalent to 
a member of W, then the set of elements in (7.5) coincides with the set of 
elements in (3.3) and so J”(RT) m sG”(RT, W). 
(7.8) Suppose every element of W is R-equivalent to a subgroup of S, and 
S, CI T. Now [IT] = [IT/S] E Gtf(Z(T/S,), (1)) = zGtf(Z(T/s,), (I)), by 
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(7.3) as Z is a Prtifer ring and where 2 is a complete set of nonconjugate 
cyclic subgroups of T/S, . But zG”f(Z(T/S,), (1)) * G(RT, W) C z,G(RT, W), 
where Z’ is a complete set of nonconjugate subgroups of T which are cyclic 
extensions of S, . Thus [ld E z,G(RT, IV), G(RT, IV) = =,G(RT, W) and 
in the decomposition (7.4) sG”(RT, W) = 0 unless S < TZ’. 
(7.9) Suppose now that R is an RI-algebra, where R, is a complete local 
Noetherian ring with residue field R, of characteristic p. If p = 0 or 
p{n = 1 T /, l/n can be written in R and so g(RT, W) = g(RT, (1)) 
(G(RT, IV) = G(RT, (1)) = =G(RT, (1)) for any W. More generally 
G(RT, W) is a quotient of A(RT) and so sG”(RT, W) = 0 unless S is a 
p’-cyclic extension of a p-subgroup of T. In (7.8) we may further replace Z’ 
by Z; , where Z; is the set of those subgroups in Z’ which are p’-cyclic 
extensions of S, . 
(7.10) PROPOSITION. Suppose R is an RI-algebra, where R, is a complete 
local Noetherian ring and where i?, has characteristic p f 0. Suppose P( < T) 
is such that it is the Sylow p-subgroup of its normal closure in T. Then 
G(RT, {P}) m A,(RT). 
Proof. Let S, be the normal closure of P in T. Then by (7.9) 
G(RT, {P}) = ,;G(RT, (P}) = ‘0 sG”(RT, (P}). 
s< 72; 
But by (7.7) each J?‘(RT, {P}) w J”(RT)(S < TZ;). By (7.9) we can 
restrict our attention to those S < =Z; which are p’-cyclic extensions of 
p-subgroups of T, i.e., to the set Y(P) used in (5.10). But A, = ‘&Y(p) sA” 
and so the result follows. Q.E.D. 
This last result is a generalization of (3.18) and (3.19) in [I]. 
8. BURNSIDE MODULES 
Let 9 denote the category of subgroups S of T together with the natural 
inclusion maps i : S -+ S’ for S < S’ < T. Let W denote the category of 
commutative rings and W+ the category of Abelian groups obtained from .%? 
by considering only the additive group structure of objects in 9’. Following 
Lam [4], by a Frobenius functor ring C = (C, C, , C*) on 9 we mean the 
giving of a covariant functor C, : 9 --f W+, i++ i, and a contravariant 
functor C* : 9 -+ .G@?, i H i* which satisfy the following identity. If i : S --P S’, 
s E S(C), s’ E (S’)C, then 
((s’) i* . s) i, = s’ * (s) i, . 63.1) 
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Consider C : St+ B(RS) and, if i : S H S’, consider the maps 
i, : B(RS) + B(RS’) and i* : B(RS’) + B(RS) given by 
and 
i, : (M) i--t (M), where 
i* : (M’)t+ C (1s 0 tM’)> 
where T M’ < S’. It is clear that i, is an additive group homomorphism. 
It is straightforward to verify that i* is a ring homomorphism (chasing 
double cosets) and that the identity (8.1) is verified. (The map i* is in analogy 
to the Mackey formula 
With these maps it is immediate that b, bl, B, B’ are Frobenius functor rings 
over 3. 
Moreover the idealsj(j), k(K) (R a Priifer ring), Z(L) of b(B), used to define 
a(A), g(G), g( , W)(G( , IV)) are sent into the same ideals under i, and i*. 
Hence we can pass to the quotient and a(A), g(G), g( , lV)(G( , W)) are all 
Frobenius functor rings over G. 
The Frobenius functor rings over 9 themselves form a category and here 
we have quotient maps 6 + g + g( , IV) +g(B + A + G( , W) + G) in 
this category. 
By a Frobenius C-functor module D = (D, D, , D*) [over the Frobenius 
functor ring C = (C, C, , C*)] (see Lam [4]) we mean the assigning of a 
(S)C-module (S)D to every S in 9, together with a covariant functor 
D, : 3 --+ D, it+ I* and a contravariant functor D* : 9 -+ D, i++ I*, where 
i: S+S’. I* : (S’)D -+ (S)D is a homomorphism of the (S’)C-module 
(S’)D to the (S)C-module (S)D such that if s’ E (S’)C, d’ E (S’)D we have 
(s’d’) I* = (s’) i* * (d’) I*. I* : (S)D - (S’)D is an Abelian group homo- 
morphism. We insist further that the following identities #hold, where 
s E (S)C and d E (S)D: 
(s . (d’) I*) I, = (s) i, * d’, ((s’) i* . d) I, = s’ * (d) I, , 
Thus in the above we have that a, g( , W), g are b or bl-Frobenius functor 
modules [Similarly A, G( , IV), G over B or B1] and the quotient maps 
b + a + g( , W) -g(B -+ A + G( , W) + G) are categorial Frobenius 
b-functor (B-functor) module morphisms [or Frobenius bl-functor (Bl- 
functor) module morphisms]. 
In the above to obtain a ring structure in G(RT), R had to be taken to be a 
Priifer ring. This was pushed further in Section 6 by taking R to be a Rl- 
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algebra, R, being a Priifer ring. But G(R ) is a Frobenius functor module 
over the Frobenius functor ring G(Rl ) or again over the Frobenius functor 
ring B(R, ) or P(R, ). As Z is a Priifer ring and R is always a Z-algebra, 
G(R ) can always be considered as a Frobenius functor module over the 
Frobenius functor ring B1(Z ). 
In summary, all algebraic constructs in this paper are Frobenius functor 
modules over the Frobenius functor ring bl(Z ) [or B1(Z )] and so could be 
termed Burnside modules. All decompositions flow from the decomposition 
of the Burnside algebra Bl(ZT) and the fact that each construct (B(RT), 
A(RT), G(RT), G(RT, IV)) is a Bl(ZT)-module. 
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